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Introducing Macmillan Practice Online 
 
Macmillan Practice Online is an online practice environment for learners of English as a foreign language.  
With over 90 online courses to choose from, there’s almost certain to be a course that meets your needs.  
There are five kinds of courses: general English, business English, exam practice, academic English and  
Macmillan coursebook accompaniments. Each course offers 100-200 resources that can be set for homework  
or used as extra practice.

Macmillan Practice Online: 

	 •		 Provides	engaging	digital	resources	that	increase	student	motivation	and	improve	results.

	 •		 Supports	classroom	teaching	and	works	alongside	your	current	print	resources.

	 •		 Includes	access	to	469	grammar	reference	units,	each	with	a	detailed	explanation	and	an	interactive	activity.

	 •		 Gives	students	instant	marks	so	they	can	monitor	their	progress.

	 •		 Is	simple	to	buy	and	there’s	nothing	to	install	or	download,	just	log	in	and	go	…

Powered by Macmillan English Campus, it’s easy 
to get started and it’s great value for money.
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Take a look inside

Instant feedback for students
Students get instant marks on completing an exercise and their scores are stored in their 
personal markbook, providing a complete record of their work. The markbook can be printed  
off or downloaded to share with the teacher.

A personalized area for 
bookmarks, word lists and 
web links for every student.

Customizable interface 
with a choice of 
different themes.

Students can view their  
markbook and check progress.

A personalized study 
area for each student.

Help and support  
for students.

A link on the homepage takes 
you directly to your course.

A grammar database 
with	469	explanations	
and practice exercises: 
a different exercise 
is shown on the 
homepage every day.

Instant	access	to	the	
Macmillan English 
Dictionary Online.
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Macmillan Practice Online for …

Available at every level from A1 to C2, these six online 
courses are carefully tailored to the ‘Can do’ statements that 
define each CEFR level. There are eight topic-based units for 
each course, which cover the core vocabulary and language 
input for the relevant CEFR level. Each activity has been 
chosen to build up the language skills, vocabulary  
and grammar that students need to confidently fulfil the  
‘Can do’ statements.

PET Practice Online | FCE Practice Online  
CAE Practice Online | CPE Practice Online 
TOEIC® Practice Online | TOEFL® Preparation Online

Tailored to the requirements of the specific exam 
components, these online courses are designed to improve 
students’ exam performance and increase their language 
competence. Students of all ages preparing for exams  
can build up their confidence by practising the skills they  
need, either in class or at home. Each course contains  
a comprehensive selection of resources ranging from 
grammar, language and vocabulary activities to listening 
and reading practice.

General English (CEFR: A1-C2)

English for Academic Purposes (EAP) requires a high level of English competence but also advanced academic skills. Designed 
to be used independently or as a supplement to an EAP coursebook, these online courses at CEFR levels C1 and C2 offer 
students high-quality resources for extra practice in class and for homework. Syllabus items focus on university life, academic 
grammar and vocabulary, skills development, speaking support and learning strategies. These courses are suitable for both 
pre-sessional and in-sessional EAP practice.

Exam Preparation

Academic English
British: 
Upper	Intermediate	Academic	English	with	IELTS 
Advanced	Academic	English	with	IELTS 
Advanced Academic English

American: 
Upper	Intermediate	Academic	English	with	TOEFL® 
Advanced Academic English with TOEFL® 
Advanced Academic English

Business English  
(Elementary to Advanced)
Macmillan Practice Online business courses are perfect 
for busy professionals on the move. Accessible from any 
internet-ready computer, they cover a range of relevant 
topics, from marketing and finance to email communication, 
negotiation and office life.

Available in British  
or American English

Available in British  
or American English
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Coursebook Practice 

Unit 1 is an introductory unit based 
on	the	topic	of	‘Global	English’,	
discussing attitudes to English and 
English learning. 

It	is	supported	by In Company 
Second Edition Practice Online with 
intermediate-level exercises tying 
neatly into the theme, including a 
listening exercise which discusses 
the future of English.

Unit 2 in the coursebook is based on the theme of 
‘Conferences’ with a grammar focus on the present 
simple and present continuous. The online course 
provides extra practice relevant to the topic and 
grammar, for example, a vocabulary activity focused  
on social communication in business contexts. 

Breakthrough | Gateway | Inside Out | In Company | Inspiration  
The Mind Series | Straightforward | Sky High
Macmillan Practice Online courses provide invaluable extra practice for students, with a focus on grammar and vocabulary. 
Closely linked to the student’s book syllabus, they perfectly support the coursebook.

Let’s see exactly how this works with In Company Second Edition,	Intermediate	level.

Students also benefit from an  
extra unit in the online course;  
‘In	Company	contexts’,	containing	
specially commissioned  
video activities on different 
business scenarios.
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Look at a sample syllabus
Below is a sample syllabus for TOEFL® Preparation Online, showing the range 
of topics covered in the first two units. For complete syllabuses for all our 
courses, please visit www.macmillanpracticeonline.com and refer to the 
individual course pages.

Unit 1 Description

0 Short conversations 
(Listening)

This syllabus item helps you practise the listening skills you will need for the TOEFL. You listen to a series of short conversations and answer a  
question about each one. Focusing on the interpretation of meaning in listening exercises.

1 Texts  
(Reading)

This syllabus item helps you practise the skills you need to complete the reading section of the TOEFL. You read a series of texts and answer 
questions that test your general understanding and ability to find specific points in a text. Understanding general points in a text.  
Reading for detail.

2 Grammar check 1  
(Grammar support)

Before you take the TOEFL, it is useful to review important grammar points. The questions will test your understanding of these and your ability  
to use them in written and spoken English. Check your knowledge of adjectives ending in ‘-ly’. Check your knowledge of adverbs indicating  
relative position in time. Check your knowledge of the word order of sentences that include adverbs. Practise the use of adverbial phrases with  
or without inversion. Check your knowledge of balancing connectors. Practise linking words to connect ideas. Practise comparative adjectives  
and adverbs. Check your knowledge of ‘in spite of’, ‘despite’, ‘for all’ and ‘with all.’ Practising fixed prepositional phrases in relative clauses. 
Practising phrasal verbs.

Unit 2 Description

3 Long conversations 
(Listening)

This syllabus item helps you practise the listening skills you will need for the TOEFL. You listen to a series of long conversations and answer 
questions about each one. Understanding general points and specific details in a long conversation.

4 Texts
(Reading)

This syllabus item helps you practise the skills you need to complete the reading section of the TOEFL. You read a series of texts and answer 
questions that test your general understanding and ability to find specific points in a text. Understanding general points in a text. Reading for 
detail.

5 Grammar check 2 
(Grammar support)

In the TOEFL, you will be expected to understand the different past tenses and to use these appropriately in your written and spoken English. 
Checking your knowledge of the past participle of regular and irregular verbs. Practising the use of participles. Practising describing past habits/
customs with ‘used to.’ Practising ‘used to’ and the simple past. Practising the simple past, past progressive and past perfect. Practising the  
simple past and present perfect. Practising the simple past passive. Checking your knowledge of the difference between the use of the past 
perfect and past perfect progressive.

TOEFL® Preparation Online – Units 1-2 

How long does the login last?

Each	login	ID	is	valid	for	a	year,	from	the	date	that	 
it is activated. 
 
Do I need a coursebook to use Macmillan Practice  
Online courses?

You can use Macmillan Practice Online as supplementary 
material to a coursebook either in class or for homework. 
You can also use MPO on its own to provide the core content 
of the course. How you use it will depend on your teachers’ 
preferences and your learners’ needs. For ideas on how 
to use MPO in class and for homework, visit our teacher 
support area at www.macmillanpracticeonline.com 
 
What equipment do I need?

With MPO there is no need for specialist equipment or 
software. Your students simply need access to the internet, 
whether on a PC or Mac, and there aren’t any local hosting 
or software requirements. 

Can I see a demonstration?

Visit www.macmillanpracticeonline.com to receive  
free demo access for one month. Alternatively, your local 
Macmillan representative can arrange a demonstration  
for you. 
 
Can I sell on logins to my students? 

Just like other course materials, logins can be  
included in your students’ course fees or sold  
separately. With MPO, the choice is yours. 
 
How many can I order? 

There is no upper limit on how many logins can be ordered.  
To pay by invoice, a minimum of ten logins must  
be purchased. Credit card payments can be made via  
www.macmillanpracticeonline.com	and	are	not	subject	 
to a minimum order requirement.

 
How much does it cost? 

Prices	range	from	£8	to	£16	(excluding	VAT	for	orders	in	the	
EU). The price includes one year’s access (24 hours a day, 7 
days a week) to up to 250 interactive activities, plus access 
to	the	Macmillan	English	Dictionary	Online	and	the	Grammar	
Reference	database	of	469	activities.	MPO	is	incredible	value	
for money!

 

FAQs
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Course list

How to order 
 
You can order via your local Macmillan representative or 
through your local book supplier, as well as from our website, 
www.macmillanpracticeonline.com.	It’s	as	easy	as	that:	just	
quote	the	ISBN	and	give	the	quantity	you	want	to	order	and	
you will be supplied with logins to give to your students.

TITLE ISBN PRICE 
 
Academic English and exam practice  
Advanced Academic English (American)  9780230725607 £16

Advanced Academic English (British) 9780230740723 £16

Upper Intermediate Academic English with TOEFL® 9780230750937 £16

Advanced Academic English with TOEFL® 9780230725614 £16

Upper Intermediate Academic English with IELTS 9780230750920 £13

Advanced Academic English with IELTS 9780230740624 £13

PET Practice Online 9780230740631 £8

FCE Practice Online 9780230740648 £8

CAE Practice Online 9780230750913 £8

CPE Practice Online 9780230751422 £8

TOEIC Practice Online® 9780230740655 £11

TOEFL Preparation Online® 9780230740730 £11 
 
 
Business English  
Business English Elementary (British) 9780230751774 £11

Business English Pre-intermediate (British) 9780230751781 £11

Business English Intermediate (British) 9780230751798 £11

Business English Upper Intermediate (British) 9780230751804 £11

Business English Advanced (British) 9780230751811 £11

Business English Elementary (American) 9780230761865 £11

Business English Pre-intermediate (American) 9780230761872 £11

Business English Intermediate (American) 9780230761889 £11

Business English Upper Intermediate (American) 9780230761896 £11

Business English Advanced (American) 9780230761902 £11 
 
 
General English  
CEFR Level A1 Online (British) 9780230762183 £11

CEFR Level A2 Online (British) 9780230740662 £11

CEFR Level B1 Online (British) 9780230740679 £11

CEFR Level B2 Online (British) 9780230740686 £11

CEFR Level C1 Online (British) 9780230740693 £11

CEFR Level C2 Online (British) 9780230740709 £11

CEFR Level A1 Online (American) 9780230762190 £11

CEFR Level A2 Online (American) 9780230740747 £11

CEFR Level B1 Online (American) 9780230740754 £11

CEFR Level B2 Online (American) 9780230740761 £11

CEFR Level C1 Online (American) 9780230740778 £11

CEFR Level C2 Online (American) 9780230740785 £11
 

Breakthrough
Breakthrough 1 9780230751613 £11

Breakthrough 2 9780230751620 £11

Breakthrough 3 9780230751637 £11

Breakthrough 4 9780230751644 £11 

Inside Out  
New Inside Out Beginner 9780230725218 £11

New Inside Out Elementary 9780230725225 £11

New Inside Out Pre-intermediate 9780230725591 £11

New Inside Out Intermediate  9780230750852 £11

New Inside Out Upper Intermediate  9780230750869 £11

New Inside Out Advanced 9780230762039 £11

Inside Out Pre-intermediate 9780230725232 £11

Inside Out Intermediate 9780230725249 £11

Inside Out Upper Intermediate 9780230725256 £11

Inside Out Advanced 9780230725263 £11

New American Inside Out Beginner  9780230762084 £11 

New American Inside Out Elementary 9780230751330 £11

New American Inside Out Pre-intermediate 9780230751347 £11

New American Inside Out Intermediate 9780230751439 £11

New American Inside Out Upper Intermediate 9780230751521 £11

New American Inside Out Advanced 9780230751538 £11 

Inspiration  
New Inspiration 1   9780230751736 £9

New Inspiration 2 9780230751743 £9

Inspiration 1 9780230725317 £9

Inspiration 2 9780230725324 £9

Inspiration 3 9780230725331 £9

Inspiration 4 9780230725348 £9

American Inspiration 1 9780230751118 £9

American Inspiration 2 9780230751125 £9

American Inspiration 3 9780230751132 £9

American Inspiration 4 9780230751149 £9 
 
 
Inspired  
Inspired 1 Coming soon £9

Inspired 2 Coming soon £9 
 
 
In Company  
In Company Second Edition Elementary 9780230761926 £13

In Company Second Edition Pre-intermediate 9780230750838 £13

In Company Second Edition Intermediate 9780230750845 £13

In Company Second Edition Upper Intermediate 9780230761933 £13

In Company Elementary 9780230725270 £13

In Company Pre-intermediate 9780230725287 £13

In Company Intermediate 9780230725294 £13

In Company Upper Intermediate 9780230725300 £13 
 

openMind 
openMind Essentials 9780230761940 £11

openMind 1 9780230751583 £11

openMind 2 9780230751590 £11

openMind 3 9780230751606 £11

Mastermind 1 9780230761988 £11

Mastermind 2 9780230761995 £11 
 
 
Sky High  
Sky High 1  9780230725577 £9

Sky High 2 9780230750944 £9

Sky High 3 9780230740716 £9

Sky High 4 9780230750951 £9

Sky High 5 9780230750968 £9  
 
 
Straightforward  
Straightforward Beginner 9780230750876 £11

Straightforward Elementary 9780230750883 £11

Straightforward Pre-intermediate 9780230725553 £11

Straightforward Intermediate 9780230725560 £11

Straightforward Upper Intermediate 9780230750890 £11

Straightforward Advanced 9780230750906 £11 

Gateway  
Gateway A2 9780230761957 £9

Gateway B1 9780230761964 £9

Gateway B1+ 9780230761971 £9

Gateway B2 Coming soon £9

Gateway B2+ Coming soon £9


